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The Ultimate Preparation Book For ALL Women Who Desire "The Ring"! Are you ready to

experience TRUE love and more fulfillment in your life and relationships? Do you want to know the

secret to relationship success, attracting a good man, and becoming a wife? Proven relationship

wisdom, insight, and action steps from Teresa Renee, Marriage Prep Expert, will help any woman

position herself as a "good thing" to a man who is looking for a wife! In this book you will learn:

*Exactly what is keeping you â€œstuckâ€• and has held you back from experiencing true love & a

long-lasting relationship. *How to date in a way which is healthy, enjoyable, God-honoring, and

leads to a marital covenant *What men really find attractive in a woman who he will make his wife

*How to recognize and experience TRUE love *The top 13 ways to position yourself to be found,

prepare yourself to be a wife, and MORE! In a transparent, encouraging, and straight-forward way,

Teresa Renee shares practical, proven, expertise that will help you prepare for marriage before you

even get a ring! In every page, she speaks to your lifestyle while single or engaged, decisions while

dating, your mindset, habits, and more! In this book you will glean from her personal life

experiences, biblical truths, and wife-wisdom which will leave you equipped, prepared, and

positioned to be found!
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This was a pleasure to read and receive spiritual wisdom. Mrs. Hunt is a dear friend and I

appreciated the transparency of her writing and elaborate personal accounts of her dating

experience. If you are ready to be positioned for Marriage and take criticism on dating mishaps I



encourage you to read this book. Each chapter will motivate and encourage you to find yourself

ready for a union in marriage. My only downfall I found in this book was I never came across the

story or background for how Mrs. Hunt found Mr. Hunt. I also wondered what significant life events

led up to finding Mr. Hunt at that particular point in life. This would've given more perspective and

insight for the reader to understand 'Gods timing" as it relates to Marriage.Thanks for Sharing your

Story**

I absolutely love this book. Although I am married, I wanted to get this book for soooooo many

young ladies that I know who are single. This book was well thought out. She covered every excuse

that single ladies make in wanting to play married although they are not. I will be inviting her to be

my guest on "Learn With Joy" as she is needed in the marketplace. I highly recommend this book

for singles. I also recommend it for married ladies as well because I know that their is at least one

single female you influence.

Positioned to Be Found was a very exciting & informative book to read. It was well formatted &

thought provoking. What I like the most about the book is Teresa Hunt's transparency. It felt like she

was actually sitting in the room coaching me as I positioned myself for the ring. It also had me to

take a closer look at past relationships & exactly why they failed. It gave me the tools that I will need

in my future relationship to set boundaries, discern true love, & be ready to submit to both God &

him. I am empowered to allow myself to enjoy the season that I am in & continue to walk out my

God given purpose. I will no longer say that "I can't wait" because I can as God position me for his

perfect timing. I've already recommended this book to my sister & friends who are single as well as

all of my single Facebook friends. Much success!!!

Minister Teresa Renee Hunt's book is a phenomenal blueprint for women who understand that their

"worth is far above rubies"...priceless! In a very transparent and engaging way, Minister Teresa

provides intriguing stories, Biblical references and insight for positioning oneself to be found by

one's right future husband. She speaks authentically as one initially marred by the pain of rape and

low self-esteem but eventually transformed by God's design to know who's she is and who she

was.....a jewel of GREAT value!

I finally finished Teresa Renee's Positioned to be Found. As a wife and as a friend to single and

engaged women I really want to encourage you to read this book. I read plenty books on dating



advice and preparing for marriage books but this one stands out from the rest. Teresa will have you

convicted, convinced, and conformed by the time you are finished reading. If you are a single(not

married) Woman this will definitely help getting in alignment with God's will for your relationship life.

I've posted a few notes in the last few days I really didn't want to spoil it for those who are going to

read it, but sometimes just the small reminder of what we should be doing in the crazy world can

help push someone in the right direction. Awesome read. Seriously, I would've loved to have this in

my collection before I got married. As a wife now I did read some parts that I had to check myself

and say, "hey I need to do better for my husband." But I don't want to ramble. LOL Positioned to be

Found won't tell You how to Find a Man. It will teach you Be Still and wait for God's best to Find

You!!! Are you #Ready4TheRing?

I REALLY love this book. By the first chapter I was ALL in. Love how the author gives the reader an

assignment in order to help the reader understand the importance of recognizing and resolving

issues. This isn't just a book to read but it's also a guide!

I can truly say this book really blessed me in so many ways. It has really helped me to be better

prepared for marriage in my Singleness. You just can't read this book one time, the wisdom the

jewels were so inspirational. The transparent moments made you look at your life from a different

perspective. I had some ouch moments, but it help equip and prepare me for this Season. L.F. God

bless

Positioned to Be Found is for YOU!!! It is a book that I refer to friends and colleagues who are

preparing themselves for marriage. Teresa didn't an excellent job of conveying inspirational and

practical content that can be applied immediately.
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